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Details of Visit:

Author: charlieton
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 29 Dec 2012 12.15pm
Duration of Visit: 30mins
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07598832729

The Premises:

Modern apartment, impeccably clean, perfectly safe in smart city centre location. 

The Lady:

A Thai lady with a very cute face and a ready smile. A lovely curvy body with full breasts shapely
enough to be enhanced but not so I think.

The Story:

Oh what a time that was. As usual at any visit to flat or parlour I asked for a shower first but this is
the first time I was taken in hand and bathed expertly and thoroughly and dried too - with a hair
dryer. Very enjoyable.

Then Sugar was after my body with a determination that we should both enjoy ourselves. I think we
did just about all the things she says she does and much of the time I was happily lying there or
getting twisted into position and lotions applied and bits molested or licked as Sugar feasted on me
and let me sate myself on her lovely body. It was, for example, the first time I've had toes sucked. I
like it.

And who can resist when she says 'Ohh your cock is so nice, can I have you fuck my arse? Can I?'

A great time with a great girl who on this first meeting was leading the way but I loved it all and I am
sure I could have said no or pushed to do something I wanted, but I had no inclination to stop the
flow.

(Sugar may not do everything mentioned here or on her details every time. Clearly not robotic in
having a set routine and some services must be discretionary, I would think.)

A real find.
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